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Abstract. It is well known that not all algorithms are feasible whether an algo-

rithm is feasible or not depends on how many computational steps this algorithm
requires. The problem with the existing denitions of feasibility is that they are
rather ad hoc. Our goal is to use the maximum entropy (MaxEnt) approach and
get more motivated denitions.
If an algorithm is feasible, then, intuitively, we would expect the following to
be true: If we have a ow of problems with nite average length l, then we expect
the average time t to be nite as well.
Thus, we can say that an algorithm is necessarily feasible if t is nite for every
probability distribution for which l is nite, and possibly feasible if t is nite for
some probability distribution for which l is nite.
If we consider all possible probability distributions, then these denitions trivialize: every algorithm is possibly feasible, and only linear-time algorithms are
necessarily feasible.
To make the denitions less trivial, we will use the main idea of MaxEnt and
consider only distributions for which the entropy is the largest possible. Since
we are interested in the distributions for which the average length is nite, it
is reasonable to dene MaxEnt distributions as follows: we x a number l0 and
consider distributions for which the entropy is the largest among all distributions
with the average length l = l0 .
If, in the above denitions, we only allow such \MaxEnt" distributions, then
the above feasibility notions become non-trivial: an algorithm is possibly feasible
if it takes exponential time (to be more precise, if and only if its average running
time t(n) over all inputs of length n grows slower than some exponential function
C n), and necessarily feasible if it is sub-exponential (i.e., if t(n) grows slower than
any exponential function).
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1. When is an algorithm feasible?
The problem, and what we plan to do
1.1. SOME ALGORITHMS ARE NOT FEASIBLE

It is well known that not all algorithms are feasible (see, e.g., 3,9,10]): whether
an algorithm is feasible or not depends on how many computational steps this
algorithm requires.
Let us give two examples.
1.2. EXAMPLE OF A FEASIBLE ALGORITHM

First, we will give an example of a feasible algorithm. Let us consider the following
simple sorting algorithm for ordering a nite list of n numbers (this algorithm is
called selection sort):
; First, we nd the largest number. To do this, we check the elements one by one
and after each check, select the largest-of-checked number. Initially, when we
start the sorting, the rst element is the largest-of-checked. If we have already
checked the rst k numbers, and we know which of them is the largest, all we
have to do to nd out which number is the largest among the rst k + 1 is
compare the existing \champion" with the newly checked number:
 If the champion is larger, it stays the champion.
 If the new number is larger, it becomes a new champion.
After we have checked all n numbers, the largest-of-checked becomes simply
the largest of all of them. So, we can place this number at the right end of
the desired list, and place the number, that was originally at this right end,
into the champion's original location.
; After the above-described rst iteration, the largest element is in its desired
place. Now, we apply a similar algorithm to the remaining n ; 1 elements,
nd the largest of them, and place it right before the largest one.
; Then, we repeat the same procedure with n ; 2 elements, etc.
How many computational steps does this algorithm require? On each iteration, we
add exactly one element to the list of already sorted ones, so, we need at most n
iterations. On each of these iterations, we check at most n elements, so we need
at most n computational steps per iteration. Thus, this algorithm requires a total
computation time of  n  n = n2. This algorithm is quite realistic and thus,
feasible.
In practice, for large lists, better sorting algorithms are used, with computation
time n  log(n) they are, clearly, also quite feasible.
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1.3. EXAMPLE OF A NON-FEASIBLE ALGORITHM
Let us now give an example of a non-feasible algorithms.
There exists an algorithm for solving all problems from elementary geometry
18]. It is known that this algorithm requires,
in some cases, at least doubly exponential time 2], i.e., time of order 22n . Even for small n, this amount of time
is much larger than the lifetime of the Universe divided by the smallest physically possible time interval (of  10;43 seconds). Thus, this algorithm is clearly
non-feasible.
1.4. IMPORTANT COMMENT: \NON-FEASIBLE" DOES NOT NECESSARILY
MEAN \USELESS"
It is important to remark that the very fact that an algorithm requires a long time
for some examples does not necessarily make it practically unusable: it may be
that these examples are rare, and in almost all practical cases, this algorithm can
be successfully applied.
1.5. THE EXISTING DEFINITION OF FEASIBILITY, ITS ADVANTAGES AND
DRAWBACKS
In modern theory of computation, an algorithm is usually called feasible if is is
polynomial-time, i.e., if its running time is bounded by some polynomial of the
length of the input. This denition has its pluses and minuses:
; This denition has many advantages, e.g., it is independent on the type of the
computational device that we are using.
; On the other hand, this denition is not completely satisfactory, mainly because we are trying to formalize one of the major theoretical concepts of
computing theory, but the existing denition of feasibility is rather ad hoc.
In the following text, we will use the maximum entropy (MaxEnt) approach 5{8]
to get more motivated denitions.

2. Our main idea
If an algorithm is feasible, then, intuitively, we would expect the following to be
true:
If we have a ow of problems with nite average length, then we expect the
average time to be nite as well.

3. Formalization: general idea
How can we formalize this statement?
; Let l(x) denote the length of the word x,
; let tU (x) denote the running time of the algorithm U on the input x, and
; let p(x) be the probability (frequency) of the word x in the ow.
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In these notations:
P
; the average word lengthPis l = p(x)  l(x), and
; the average time is t = p(x)  tU (x).
Thus, a natural formalization of the above principle takes the following form:
; We somehow select a family P of natural probability distributions fp(x)g.
; We require that for every distribution p from the family P for which the
average word length l is nite, the average computation time l is also nite.

4. Formalization: rst approximation
The problem with this denition is that we do not know which probability distributions are natural. There are two extreme approaches to this problem:
; the most cautious approach is to consider all possible probability distributions,
and to require that t is nite for all probability distributions for which l is
nite
; the least cautious approach is to require that t is nite for some probability
distribution for which l is nite.
The corresponding two denitions lead to the following results:
De nition 1. We say that an algorithm is necessarily feasible if t is nite for every
probability distribution for which l is nite.
De nition 2. We say that an algorithm is possibly feasible if t is nite for some
probability distribution for which l is nite.

Proposition 1.
; An algorithm U is necessarily feasible if and only if it is linear-time, i.e., if
there exists a constant C for which tU (x)  C  l(x) for all inputs x.
; Every algorithm U is possibly feasible.
Comment. For the readers' convenience, all the proofs are given at the end of the

paper.

4.1. THE PROBLEMS WITH THIS DEFINITION
Proposition 1 is not very satisfactory:
; Linear time seems too restrictive we would like the denition to be more
restrictive.
; On the other hand, no restrictions seems too non-restrictive. We would like
some restrictions.

5. MaxEnt approach
5.1. MAIN IDEA
To make the denitions less trivial, we will use the main idea of MaxEnt: instead of
all possible probability distributions, we will only consider MaxEnt distributions,
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i.e., distributions for which the entropy S = ; p(x)  log(p(x)) is the largest
possible.
5.2. MAIN DEFINITIONS
Since we are interested in the distributions for which the average length is nite,
it is reasonable to dene MaxEnt distributions as follows:

De nition 3.
; Let l0 be a real number. By a MaxEnt distribution corresponding to l0 we mean

the distribution for which the entropy is the largest among all distributions
with the average length l = l0 .
; By a MaxEnt distribution, we mean a distribution that is MaxEnt for some
real number l0 > 0.
De nition 4. We say that an algorithm is necessarily MaxEnt-feasible if t is nite
for every MaxEnt distribution for which l is nite.
De nition 5. We say that an algorithm is possibly MaxEnt-feasible if t is nite
for some MaxEnt distribution for which l is nite.

5.3. AUXILIARY DEFINITIONS
To describe what algorithms are feasible in the sense of these distributions, we will
need the following auxiliary denition:
De nition 6. By an average running time of an algorithmU, we mean the function
tU (n) dened as
X t (x)
tU (n) = N1 
U
n x:l(x)=n

where the sum is taken over all words x of length l(x) = n, and Nn is the total
number of such words.
Now, we are ready to formulate the main result:
5.4. MAIN RESULT

Proposition 2.
; An algorithm U is necessarily MaxEnt-feasible if and only if it is average
subexponential-time, i.e., if for all C > 0,

lim tU (n)
n!1 exp(C  n)

= 0:

; An algorithm U is possibly MaxEnt-feasible if and only if it is average exponentialtime, i.e., if there exist constants C0 and C1 for which tU (n)  C0  exp(C1  n)
for all positive integers n.
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6. Discussion and future plans
6.1. NICE PROPERTIES OF THE ABOVE DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS

In contrast to traditional treatment of feasibility, we gain a formal distinction
between the two levels of possible and necessary feasibility, the discussion intuited,
e.g., by M. Gell-Mann 4], but never before properly formalized (see, e.g., 1]).
6.2. POSSIBLE PROBLEMS (?) WITH THESE DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS

Our result seemingly contradicts the traditional denition of feasible as polynomial
time.
However, there is no contradiction if we take into consideration the so-called
Moore's law, according to which the computer speed grows exponentially with
time 11,12,16]. In view of this law, linear time means actually exponentially many
computational steps, and therefore, a problem that requires exponentially many
computational steps can be actually solved in reasonable time 17].
(Also, on a more speculative note, some exponential-time algorithms become
quite feasible if we take the curvature of space-time into consideration 13].)
6.3. POSSIBILITIES OF MAKING THESE DEFINITIONS MORE ADEQUATE

Unless we invoke Moore's law, the above formalization is not completely adequate:
e.g., an algorithm that require 2n steps on inputs of length n is treated as possibly
feasible. This may be not restrictive enough, because, such an algorithm, for an
input of a reasonable length n  300, would need more computational steps than
there can be during the lifetime of our Universe.
Even sub-exponential
does not necessarily mean practically feasible, because,
p
e.g., a function 2 n is sub-exponential, but grows pretty fast with n.
If we want to make the above denitions more restrictive (or at least more
realistic), it is desirable to nd and formalize other intuitive statements about
feasibility (examples of such statements are given, e.g., in 14,15]). The fact that
our intuitive statement led to reasonable restriction shows that MaxEnt is indeed
a reasonable technique to use.
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Appendix: Proofs
6.4. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

For a linear time algorithm, tU (x)  C  l(x) and therefore, for every probability
distribution, t  C  l. So, if l is nite, the average time t is also nite.
Let us show that if an algorithm is not linear-time, then there exists a probability distribution for which l is nite, but t is innite. Indeed, linear-time means
that there exists a constant C for which, for all x, tU (x)=l(x)  C. Therefore, the
fact that an algorithm is not linear-time means that for every possible constant C,
in particular, for C = 2n , there exists a word xn for which tU (xn)=l(xn ) > 2n . Let
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us take the probability distribution that is concentrated on each xn with a probabilityPpn = N  2;n =l(xP
n), where N is a normalization constant (which guarantees
that pn = 1). Since 2;n = 1 < 1, and l(xn )  1, we have
X 2;n  X 2;n < 1
l(xn)
and therefore, such a normalization is indeed possible.
For this probability distribution,
l=

Xp

n  l(xn ) =

X N  2;n = N  X 2;n < 1:

However, since tU (xn )=l(xn)  2n, we get
t=

Xp

n  tU (xn) =

X N  2;n  tU (xn)  N  X 1 = 1:
l(xn )

The rst part of Proposition 1 is proven.
To show that every algorithm is possibly feasible in the sense of Denition 2,
it is su cient to take a probability distribution that is concentrated on one word
x0 with probability 1. Then, l = l(x0 ) < 1 and t = tU (x0) < 1. The proposition
is proven.
6.5. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
Every MaxEnt probability
P distribution is a solution to the constrainedPoptimization P
problem S = ; p(x)  log(p(x)) ! max under the constraints p(x) = 1
and l(x)  p(x) = l0 . Lagrange multiplier method reduces this formula to the
unconstrained optimization problem

;

Xp(x)  log(p(x)) +   p(x) +   p(x)  l(x)] ! max:

If we dierentiate the resulting objective function with respect to p(x) and equate
the result to 0, we get ; ln(p(x))+1++  l(x) = 0, i.e., p(x) = N  exp(B  l(x)),
where
P p(x)B=is1).a real number and N is the normalization constant (that guarantees
What are the possible values of B? The value p(x) depends only on the length
n = l(x) of the word x: p(x) = N  exp(B  n). For every length l(x) = n, there are
exactly Nn = An words of length n, where A is the number of symbols in the input
alphabet. Thus, the sum pn of the probabilities p(x) for all words x of length n is
equal to pn = N An exp(B n) = N exp(ln(A)n)exp(B n) = NPexp(n(B+ln(A)).
The total probability is equal to the sum of these terms: 1 = pn. Thus, for the
sum of these terms pn to converge, we must have B + ln(A) < 0. It is easy to see
that for an arbitrary positive real number C > 0, if we take B + ln(A) = ;C (i.e.,
B = ;C ; ln(A)), then we get a MaxEnt distribution.
P
For an arbitrary MaxEnt distribution, the average time t = p(x)  tU (x),
which is dened over all possible words, can also be represented as the sum of the
following sub-sums: s = s1 + s2 + : : : + sn + : : :, where:
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; the sum s1 is taken over all the words of length 1,
; the sum s2 is taken over all the words of length 2,
; : : :,
; the sum sn is taken over all the words of length n,
; :::
P
For a xed n, the values p(x) = N  P
exp(B  n) in the sum sn = p(x)  tU (x)
do not depend on x, so, sn = p(x)  tU (x) = N  exp(B  n)  sumtU (n). The
sum of running times is, in its turn, equal to Nn  tU (n) = An  tU (n). Thus,
sn = N  An  exp(B  n)  tU (n) = N  exp(;C  n) PtU (n). Thus, the convergence of
the series s1 + : : : + sn + : : : means that the sum exp(;C  n)  tU (n) converges.

Let us show that this conclusion proves Proposition 2:
; If an algorithm U is possibly MaxEnt-feasible, then this series converge for
some C > 0. From the convergence of the series, we can conclude that the term
tends to 0, i.e., that tU (n)= exp(C n) ! 0 as n ! 1. Since this sequence tends
to 0, there exists a constant C0 that bounds it. Hence, tU (n)  C0  exp(C  n),
i.e., U is indeed an average exponential-time algorithm.
; Vice versa, let U be an average exponential-time algorithm, i.e., let tU (n) 
C0  exp(C1  n) for all n. Then, if we take C = C1 + " for some " > 0, we
conclude that tU (n)  exp(;C  n)  C0  exp(;"  n) converges, and thus, this
algorithm is feasible with respect to the corresponding MaxEnt distribution.
; If an algorithm is necessarily MaxEnt-feasible, then for every C > 0, we get
tU (n)= exp(C  n) ! 0 as n ! 1, and thus, the algorithm U is indeed average
subexponential-time.
; Vice versa, let us show that every subexponential-time
algorithm is necessarily
P
MaxEnt-feasible, i.e., that the sum exp(;C  n)  tU (n) converges for all
C > 0. Indeed, since U is an average subexponential-time algorithm, we have
tU (n)= exp((C=2)  n) ! 0 and therefore,
tU (n)
exp((C=2)  n)  C0
for some C0 > 0 and for all n. Thus, tU (n)  C0  exp((C=2)  n) and sn =
tU (n)  exp(;C  n)  C0  exp(;(C=2)
P  n). The terms sn are bounded by a
convergent sum and thus, the sum sn also converges.
The proposition is proven.

